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OUT WITH THE OLD & IN WITH THE NEW
Colossians 3:1-14

Talking through the message during the week can really help clarify the
things that God is teaching you and let others learn from your experiences.
Get with someone this week and talk about your answers to the following
questions:

Following Jesus is a ______ ____ __________:
2Cor 5:17; Eph 4:22

What thought from the message was most helpful to you?

Ü A change in our _______________.
Col 3:1-4; Mark 12:30

Ü The ______ ______ have to go. Col 3:5-11; Titus 3:3

Ü Change what you think _______ _________
________ _____. Col 3:12; Jer 31:3

Paul identifies two main areas of behavior that are to be
abandoned. They have to do with sex on the one hand and
speech on the other. How do these two areas of human life
have such great potential for harm and bliss? Why do you
think the bible is so clear on how humans are to live in these
areas?

How has heart and mind been central to the changes in your
life you've made? How do you assure your heart and mind
remain connected to Jesus Christ?

In what areas has God made the biggest changes in you: The
list found in Col 3:5-11 or 3:13-14? Why?

Ü The ______ ________ must take over.
Col 3:13-14; 1John 3:14

Which one thing on the "lists" would you like the most prayer
for?
Do you find it hard to believe God describes you as Col 3:12
does? Why?

We are in a ____________ & ___________________
_____________________ program.
What questions remain for you about Colossians 3:1-14?
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Following Jesus is a LIFE OF CHANGE:

Talking through the message during the week can really help clarify the
things that God is teaching you and let others learn from your experiences.
Get with someone this week and talk about your answers to the following
questions:

2Cor 5:17; Eph 4:22

What thought from the message was most helpful to you?

Ü A change in our AFFECTIONS.
Col 3:1-4; Mark 12:30

Ü The OLD WAYS have to go. Col 3:5-11; Titus 3:3

Ü Change what you think GOD THINKS
ABOUT YOU. Col 3:12; Jer 31:3

Paul identifies two main areas of behavior that are to be
abandoned. They have to do with sex on the one hand and
speech on the other. How do these two areas of human life
have such great potential for harm and bliss? Why do you
think the bible is so clear on how humans are to live in these
areas?

How has heart and mind been central to the changes in your
life you've made? How do you assure your heart and mind
remain connected to Jesus Christ?

In what areas has God made the biggest changes in you: The
list found in Col 3:5-11 or 3:13-14? Why?

Ü The NEW WAYS must take over.
Col 3:13-14; 1John 3:14

We are in a CONSTANT & COMPREHENSIVE
TRANSFORMATION program.

Which one thing on the "lists" would you like the most prayer
for?
Do you find it hard to believe God describes you as Col 3:12
does? Why?

What questions remain for you about Colossians 3:1-14?

